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Systems Environment



Lectures

Kuliah 1: Pengenalan Sistem Sosial

Kuliah 2: Teori Sistem dan Sistem sosial

Kuliah 3: Bagaimana Sistem Sosial Berfungsi

Kuliah 4: Pembezaan Kefungsian dalam Masyarakat Moden

Kuliah 5: Dampak Pembezaan Kefungsian

Kuliah 6: Sistem Sosial Politik

Kuliah 7: Sistem Media Massa
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Luhmann’s Contribution to Sociological 
Studies
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Autopoietic Systems
- Observation
- Communication
- Second order observation
- Operationally closed
- Symbolically generalized 

communication media

Functional Differentiation
- Evolutionary achievement/ 

historical result
- The hegemony of social 

systems
- Social order
- Modern society

What Makes Society Social How Society Works

Centerless Society

No central agency ̚ No steering ̚ Code-guided society ̚ boundary-less world ̚ polytextual structure ̚ multiperspective



After(?) Functional Differentiation4

“Individual inclusion/exclusion”



Individual Inclusion/Exclusion”5

Legal system – being jailed; identity card; refugee/illegal immigrant/stateless

Economic system – quality of education/residency/homeless

Art/Religious system – exclusion in these systems could be unproblematic

“You lose your job and become excluded from economic system. This means that you have no 
money to buy presents for the one you love. As a result of this and your complaints about having no 
job, He or she eventually kicks you out (exclusion from the system of love). You start to live on the 
street, and with no permanent address you do not receive your poll card, meaning that you become 
excluded from the political system. And so on... One misfortune (exclusion) leads to the other, 
whereas one success (inclusion) need not lead to the next.” (Borch 2011: 109)

Borch, Christian. 2011. Niklas Luhmann. London: Routledge.



On Decentering Society6

“Radically anti-humanist, radically anti-regional, and radically 
constructivist” (Luhmann 2012:12)

Luhmann, Niklas. 2012. Theory of Society. California: Stanford University Press.

Anti-humanist – Rejecting the idea of identity / no hierarchy barrier

Anti-regional – Proposing the intricacy of local/global

Constructivist – Social reality is theoretically constructed

World 
Society



On Decentering Society7

“Society remains the same but appears different depending 
upon the functional subsystems (politics, economy, science, mass 
media, education, religion, art, and so on) that describes it. The 
same is different.” (Luhmann 1995: 48)

Luhmann, Niklas. 1995. ‘The Paradoxy of Observing Systems,’ Cultural Critique 31: 37-55. 



World Society8

World society  - Meaning-constituting systems  - The hegemony of meaning

“Believing…that man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has 
spun…I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an 
experimental science in search of law but an interpretative one in search of 
meaning. It is explication I am after, construing social expression on their surface 
enigmatical.” (Geertz 1973: 5)

Symbolically generalized communication media
World with 
one system

“but, ironically, with multiple ontologies”

Geertz, Clifford: 1973, The Interpretation of Cultures. New York: Basics Book.



World Society9

“Society cannot communicate with but only about its 
environment” (Luhmann 1989: 117)

Luhmann, Niklas. 1989. Ecological Communication. Cambridge: Polity Press.

- No system is superior
- Finding and making resonance (led to intersystemic

resonances)
- No easy solutions (vast structural barriers/world complexity)

Save the earth is a futile campaign? Is there any hope to save 
the world? – think about it.
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Financial Crisis
“Economic System”

Political 
System

Family System

Educational 
System

Health System

Scientific 
System

Religious 
System

Legal System

Mass Media 
System

Example: Financial Crisis

▪ destruction of family
▪ divorce rate 

increased

▪ regime change
▪ political crisis

▪ limited scholarship
▪ foreign students decreased

▪ higher suicide rate
▪ influx of patients

▪ more research 
funding on financial 
crisis

▪ behavior economic 
getting popular

▪ Religious faith has 
grown

▪ Religious solidarity

▪ currency peg
▪ new investment law

▪ economic news in 
front-page

▪ journalist lost jobs
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Ecological Crisis

Political 
System

Economic 
System

Educational 
System

Health System

Scientific 
System

Religious 
System

Legal System

Mass Media 
System

Example: Ecological Crisis

▪ electric car gaining 
popularity

▪ government 
incentive to green 
companies

▪ the government 
blamed

▪ social protest

▪ new courses on ecological 
studies

▪ more jobs on environmental 
subjects▪ breathing problems

▪ influx of patients

▪ environmental scientist 
being key person

▪ More studies on renewable 
energies required

▪ armageddon
▪ religious ritual 

(rainmaking, etc)

▪ laws on pollution, etc
▪ transnational agreement 

(haze, etc)

▪ new section/column on environmental topics
▪ more reports on environmental protests
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Pandemic 
Covid-19

“Health System”

Political 
System

Economic 
System

Educational 
System

Art System

Scientific 
System

Religious 
System

Legal System

Mass Media 
System

Example: Pandemic Covid-10

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?
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Sheraton Move
“Political System”

Health System

Economic 
System

Educational 
System

Art System

Scientific 
System

Religious 
System

Legal System

Mass Media 
System

Example: Sheraton Move

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?

▪ ?



Tell me what is your opinion on this 
quotation.
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“Whereas in the zones of inclusion human beings matter as persons, in the 
zones of exclusion it is only their bodies that count. Physical violence, 
sexuality and the urge to satisfy basic human needs are given free rein, and
become directly and immediately relevant without being civilized by the 
symbolic codes developed by social systems for this purpose. There is no way 
to connect complex social expectations with situations in which these basic 
needs imperatively demand satisfaction. Under these circumstances human 
beings are only interested in the factors that determine the situation, and 
other human bodies and their behavior are of utmost importance. This may 
remind the sociological observer of very ancient social orders, but as a matter 
of fact, these zones of exclusions are merely by-products of a modern 
functionally differentiated society.” (Luhmann 2013)

Luhmann, Niklas. 2013. Theory of Society. Stanford: Stanford University Press.

Person       Body
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Thank you.


